
Grade 5 Oklahoma 
Social Studies

Connecting Social Studies
to the Common Core

Access the Resources Use the Resources
Use the lessons on the website to link Social Studies to the Common 
Core State Standards. Each lesson supports teaching the Common Core 
State Standards through key content.

• Log on to http://www.capstoneclassroom.com/    
 OKSS/TeachingNotes. Click on Grade 5.
• You will see the following lessons in the grade level    
 folder. Click on the lessons you want to access and print them to   
 use with your students.
 • Informational Text Lesson 1
 • Informational Text Lesson 2
 • Foundational Skills Lesson
 • Language Lesson
 • Writing Lesson
 • Speaking and Listening Lesson

Use the lessons as models to solidify strategy use. Although each lesson 
focuses on a particular text, each lesson can be adapted for other books 
using the language and structure in the lesson. Each lesson has a Support 
Learners feature with targeted scaffolds for students who need extra 
support to understand how to use the strategy.

Lesson 
strand ConneCting the Content how to Use the Lessons

Informational 
Text

Understanding of key strategies for accessing informational 
text is crucial for comprehending social studies content. 
Students need to determine main ideas and supporting 
details, ask and answer questions about key ideas, navigate 
text structures, and use clues in the text to comprehend 
important ideas about social studies. 

• Introduce the text and the strategy.
• Model the use of the strategy. The lessons provide explicit models
   that unlock the thinking of strategic readers.
• Support students as they use the strategies with partners and 
   then independently. The lessons provide a choice of independent 
   activities.

Foundational 
Skills

Foundational skills, such as reading fluently, allow students 
to read with purpose and understanding, focusing on the 
meaning of the text.

• Introduce the skill, using a model that highlights for students both 
   how and why to use the strategy.
• Provide opportunities for students to practice and apply the 
   strategy.

Language Language skills, such as using root words to unlock the 
meaning of vocabulary, assist students in comprehending 
increasingly complex content-area text.

• Introduce the skill, using a model that highlights for students both 
   how and why to use the strategy.
• Provide opportunities for students to practice and apply the 
   strategy.

Writing Students need to write in all three modes to increase and 
demonstrate understanding of social studies content. 
They write arguments to justify their opinions with facts, 
narratives to tell about events in history in the order in which 
they occurred, and informative texts to relay information 
about content.

• Introduce the text type and explore its features.
• Focus on the craft elements that strategic writers use.
• Use the model to explicitly demonstrate the text type.
• Focus on the craft elements that strategic writers use.
• Support writers as they work independently.
• Revisit the work to edit and revise for particular elements of craft 
   and mechanics.

Speaking and 
Listening

Students need opportunities to participate in discussions 
about content and to express their ideas. Speaking and 
Listening lessons provide projects that will allow students to 
focus their thinking to participate in active discussions and 
in presentations.

• Introduce a project, focusing on speaking and listening strategies 
   as well as on content.
• Guide practice by providing support and modeling peer feedback.
• Allow students to share their projects and assess their own work.



Access Academic Vocabulary 
Books in the bundle include features such as glossaries and bold words to  help students access academic 
vocabulary. Use the Vocabulary Resources to support students’ understanding.

• Log on to http://www.capstoneclassroom.com/OKSS/TeachingNotes. Click on Vocabulary Resources, Grades 3-5.
• You will see the following resources. Click on the blackline masters you want to access and print
 them to use with your students.
 • Word Map 1 • Word Map 2 • Word Families • Word Categories • Word Inventory

Correlate the Content to Social Studies
Content skiLLs resoUrCe titLes

Content Standard 1: The student will examine James 
Towne Settlement and Plimoth Plantation as the 

foundations of American culture and society.

The Jamestown Colony
The Mayflower Compact
The Story of Jamestown

Content Standard 2: The student will compare and 
contrast the developments of the New England 

Colonies, the Middle Colonies, and the Southern 
Colonies based on economic opportunities, natural 

resources, settlement patterns, culture, 
and institutions of self-government.

The Articles of Confederation
The Cold, Hard Facts About Science and 
Medicine in Colonial America
Colonial America
Colonial America: 
An Interactive History Adventure

The Dish on Food and Farming in 
Colonial America
The Dreadful, Smelly Colonies: 
The Disgusting Details About Life in Colonial 
America

Content Standard 3: The student will examine the 
foundations of the American nation laid during 

the Revolutionary Era through the contributions 
of historic individuals and groups, the spreading 

of the ideals found within the Declaration of 
Independence, and the significant military and 

diplomatic events of the Revolutionary War that 
resulted in an independent United States.

Benedict Arnold
The Battle of Bull Run: An Interactive History 
Adventure
The Battle of Bunker Hill: An Interactive 
History Adventure
Battles of the Revolutionary War
The Biggest Battles of the Revolutionary War
The Boston Massacre
The Boston Massacre: An Interactive History 
Adventure
The Boston Tea Party
The Declaration of Independence
The Declaration of Independence in 
Translation: What It Really Means
in Translation: What It Really Means
Voices of the American Revolution: Stories 
from the Battlefield

The Weapons and Gear of the 
Revolutionary War
Winter at Valley Forge George Washington 
and the Revolutionary War
Great Women of the American Revolution
Heroes of the American Revolution
The Home Front of the Revolutionary War
Key People of the Revolutionary War
The Pledge of Allegiance in Translation: What 
It Really Means
The Rebellious Colonists and the Causes of 
the American Revolution
Revolutionary War Soldiers
Samuel Adams: Patriot and Statesman
Soldiers of the Revolutionary War
The Star Spangled Banner

Content Standard 4: The student will examine the 
formation of the American system of government 

following the American Revolution.

The Bill of Rights
The Bill of Rights in Translation: 
What It Really Means
The Real Story about Government and Politics 
in Colonial America

The Magna Carta: Cornerstone of the 
Constitution
The U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, 
and a New Nation
The United States Constitution

Content Standard 4: The student will examine the 
formation of the American system of government 

following the American Revolution.

The Bill of Rights
The Bill of Rights in Translation: 
What It Really Means
The Real Story about Government and 
Politics in Colonial America
The Magna Carta: 
Cornerstone of the Constitution
The U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, 
and a New Nation

The United States Constitution George 
Washington: The Story of Our Nation from 
Coast to Coast, from 1747 to 1803
The Gettysburg Address in Translation: 
What It Really Means
Pocahontas: The Story of Our Nation from 
Coast to Coast, from 1747 to 1803
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